Acting Supervisor Walsh Encourages Residents to Enjoy Halloween Activities Indoors
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October 31, 2012
Farmingville, NY - Acting Supervisor Kathleen Walsh is asking residents to enjoy this year's Halloween holiday indoors and is discouraging outdoor "trick or treating" in the aftermath Hurricane Sandy. Many areas of the Town are still without power with downed trees and power lines in the streets, which can pose serious hazards for trick-or-treaters.

"The Town of Brookhaven has sustained tremendous damage from Hurricane Sandy, making the classic tradition of 'trick or treating' very dangerous for all of our residents this year," said Acting Supervisor Walsh. "With downed power lines, fallen trees, and blackout conditions in many of our neighborhoods, I strongly encourage our residents to celebrate this year's holiday indoors with friends and family."

For more information, please call (631) 451-TOWN [8696].
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